1 "int'l observers at round table": vsevolod sovva, valdimir markov, vladimir pasko discuss various aspects and importance of recent soviet-mexican, soviet-german moscow summits, situation in yugoslavia and eec's position on yugoslav conflict. (excerpts sent: home 1230)

2 yevgeniy (khruzhkin) on prospects for gorbachev's meeting with G-7 leaders in london, says ussr wants to be integrated into world economy and needs western aid to help its ailing economy. (4 min: german 1600 greek 2000)

3 aleksandr pogodin on upcoming meeting between gorbachev and leaders of seven industrialized countries in london. (3 min: turkish 041800)

4 (yevgeniy preshtenov) on forthcoming meeting of seven western industrialized nations in london. (4.5 min: swahili 281800)

5 valentin zorin on upcoming u.s. visit by japanese prime minister kaifu in connection with G-7 meeting in london, assessing differing japanese position over aid to ussr because of soviet-japanese territorial issues. (3.5 min: engna 0000)

6 "top priority." (rpt engna 052300, item 3 on 6 jul list) (engna 2300)

7 "weekly review": features on gorbachev-kohl meeting; rsfsr congress of people's deputies; gorbachev meeting with G-7; iraqi non-coop with un nuclear inspection delegation. (17.5 min: mand 1300)

8 "moscow evenings": incl item on programs on overcoming economic crisis in soviet union; item on reform of moscow administration system, expecting clashes between supporters of new system and old one; item on british rock star touring in ussr; item on new democratic party expected to be set up soon, briefly quoting shevardnadze and pavlov on need of setting-up such a party that would unite all democratic forces in country; reactions in soviet press to dissolution of warsaw treaty. (czech/slovak 061800 1800)

9 report on moscow intl film festival beginning 8 july. (6-3 min: turkish 1800 hungarian 062000)

10 10 radio moscow listeners intl club. (30 min: amharic 061600)

11 11 club of radio moscow friends: review listeners letters on perestroYKa; ufo phenomenon; ecology; situation in arabian gulf. (15 min, incl music: arabic 061600)

12 "africa mail." (rpt engafr 301630, item 11 on 30 jun list) (engafr 1630)

13 "mailbag": replies to listeners questions on unemployment benefits; buddhism; why ussr still broadcasts on longwave band; more u.s. stores and restaurants would be welcome in ussr; biggest memorial; project financing; rsfsr is richest republic; population of moscow has to be controlled because of acute shortage of housing and other amenities; memorials to those killed in afghanistan; tolstoy's main works; moscow radio small printing facilities. (enginter 0710)

14 gorbachev greetings to congress of physicians for prevention of nuclear
war. (c/r tasse 271134, item 15 on 27 jun list) (one min: swahili 281800)

15 intvw with soviet professor dr. tair tairov, reviewing current anti-nuclear trends re moscow forum in august to discuss european nuclear disarmament. (rpt enginter 061810, item 8 on 6 jul list) (engna 0000 german 061600 spanish 062100)
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